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Sugar cookies are so versatile and tasty that they have a place in every holiday! From Christmas
and Halloween to Thanksgiving and Hanukkah! Made with just a few pantry staples, sugar
cookies are a great way to satisfy those sweet tooth cravings! Form them by hand, roll them, cut
them into shapes or drop them-- the sure thing is that you're going to love them!And that's not
even the best part! As they're very easy to decorate, you can play with icing, sprinkles and all
kinds of decorations to make your parties unique just like you!In this cookbook, you will
find:Strawberry-Glazed Sugar CookiesMacadamia Nut Sugar CookiesPretzel Sugar
CookiesAnd more..!

"Culture and technology clash as Zachary Ying takes adventure to a new level!" (Kwame Mbalia,
#1 New York Times bestselling author )Zachary Ying and the Dragon Emperor is an edge-of-
your-seat adventure that has you laughing on one page and cheering on the next. Zach is a
gamer turned hero who goes on an epic quest across the globe only to find his greatest strength
within. More, please! (James Ponti, New York Times bestselling author of CITY SPIES )"Jam-
packed with humour, heart, and hijinks, ZACHARY YING is the Chinese history class
you wished you had at school. Exploring diaspora and intersectional identity in between magical
heists and mythical creatures, this book is a marvel. I am officially a Xiran Jay Zhao stan!" (Graci
Kim, author of THE LAST FALLEN STAR )About the AuthorXiran Jay Zhao is the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the Iron Widow series. A first-gen Hui Chinese immigrant from small-
town China to Vancouver, Canada, they were raised by the internet and made the inexplicable
decision to leave their biochem degree in the dust to write books and make educational content
instead. You can find them @XiranJayZhao on Twitter for memes, Instagram for cosplays and
fancy outfits, TikTok for fun short videos, and YouTube for long videos about Chinese history and
culture. Zachary Ying and the Dragon Emperor is their first middle grade novel.
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Sugar Cookie GaloreFresh out of the Oven and Straight into Your Mouth!BY - Zoe
MooreCopyright 2022 by Zoe MooreCopyright NotesI’ve spent a lifetime in the kitchen, and all
the knowledge I’ve accumulated from that hasn’t come without its fair share of burns and
disasters. Fortunately, I’m a lot wiser from it all and am now in a place where I can share my
knowledge and skills with you. However, that doesn’t mean anyone can use my content for any
purpose they please. This book has been copyrighted as a way to protect my story, knowledge,
and recipes, so I can continue sharing them with others into the future.Do not make any print or
electronic reproductions, sell, re-publish, or distribute this book in parts or as a whole unless you
have express written consent from me or my team.This is a condensed version of the copyright
license, but it’s everything you need to know in a nutshell. Please help protect my life’s work and
all the burns and melted spatulas I have accumulated in order to publish this book.Gift for
Buying My Book!I wasn’t always a trained chef. Before I went to culinary school, my skills in the
kitchen were pretty unreliable, and my Sweet 16 birthday cake was the epitome of my amateur
baking career at my uncle’s bakery. Since I insisted on baking it without any help, you can
imagine what it turned out like… I eye-balled all the measurements, made up amounts for things
like baking powder and salt, and even decided to throw more butter in just because I thought it
would make it better. Unfortunately, my unlimited passion wasn’t very fruitful in the end. It was
delicious, though, in its way.Regardless of the kind of home cook you are, I’m sure the free
ebooks I will send out will excite you equally! They’re full of recipes that have been developed
and tested by pro cooks so that you never end up with less than perfect versions of delicious
treats like my birthday cake. All you need to do is subscribe to my mailing list to get the ebooks
sent to you right away, and you can start cooking. Good luck!Table of ContentsIntroductionSugar
Cookies for Beginners(1) Classic Sugar Cookies(2) Banana Cream Sugar Cookies(3)
Peppermint Sugar Cookies(4) Cranberry Sugar Cookies(5) Christmas Sugar Cookies(6)
Strawberry Glazed Sugar Cookies(7) Pink Sprinkle Sugar Cookies(8) Pistachio Sugar
Cookies(9) Strawberry Sprinkle Sugar CookiesSpecial Sugar Cookies(10) Almond Sugar
Cookies(11) Cream and Sprinkle Sugar Cookies(12) Macadamia Nut Sugar Cookies(13) White
Chocolate Sprinkle Sugar Cookies(14) Blueberry Sugar Cookies(15) Caramel Sugar
Cookies(16) Strawberry Sugar Cookies(17) Drop Sugar Cookies(18) Strawberry Coconut Sugar
Cookies(19) White Chocolate Sugar CookiesCoated Sugar Cookie Recipes(20) Pecan Sugar
Cookies(21) Nutty Sugar Cookies(22) Butterscotch Sugar Cookies(23) Red Sugar Cookies(24)
Chocolate Chip Sugar Cookies(25) Peanut Butter Filled Sugar Cookies(26) Dark Chocolate
Sugar Cookies(27) Crushed Peanut Sugar Cookies(28) Walnut Sugar Cookies(29) Chocolate
Cream Sugar Cookies(30) Pretzel Sugar CookiesConclusionAbout the AuthorAuthor's
AfterthoughtsIntroductionNobody wants to wait until their time for dessert to enjoy a lovely
cookie! We’ve all been guilty of sneaking some occasional cookies out of the jar thinking that no
one will notice, and that’s okay! Cookies are a little tiny guilty pleasure that the majority of people
share, and there are so many wonderful ways to make them that even if you made a different
one each day, you’d still have quite a lot to go on by the end of the year!Apart from that… baking



is fun! Even if it makes a bit of a mess and takes some time, the reward is lovely crumbly cookies
warm from the oven and straight into your mouth. Or on Ice cream. Or sandwiching chocolate
spread.Is it cookie time yet?Well, almost! Remember, to make a perfect dessert, you need to
follow the recipe to the letter or find the appropriate substitute. Unlike cooking, baking is precise
chemistry, and messing up the measurements can ruin your bakes. So make sure to follow the
recipes carefully.We have compiled an amazing collection of sugar cookie recipes in this
cookbook—some of them you might have never even heard of before! So what are you waiting
for! Let’s bake some sugar cookies!
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXSugar Cookies for
BeginnersXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX(1) Classic
Sugar CookiesThis is one of the simplest sugar cookies and a really good basic recipe to have. If
you’ve never made sugar cookies before, start with this one, so you can get a feel of how sugar
cookies work and taste.Total Prep Time: 30 minutesYield: 5 to 6 servingsList of Ingredients:¾
cup brown sugar½ teaspoon salt2 teaspoons cornstarch¼ cup sugar1 egg2 teaspoons vanilla
extract¾ cup unsalted butter2 cups all-purpose flour1 teaspoon baking
sodaXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHow to Cook:Take
a bowl and mix the butter and brown sugar in it.Now, add the baking soda, egg, vanilla extract,
cornstarch, sugar and flour in it and mix well.Now, sprinkle some salt.Preheat the oven at 350
degrees F and grease a baking dish.Now, pour the mixture with a spoon in a round shape in the
baking dish.Bake for half an hour.Now, serve the cookies.(2) Banana Cream Sugar
CookiesBanana and sugar is a really simple but incredibly flavorful combination. It sounds like
it’s not going to be something special, but it produces some incredibly mouthwatering cookies!
Total Prep Time: 20 minutesYield: 3 to 4 servingsList of Ingredients:2 mashed bananas1
teaspoon salt1 teaspoon cinnamon2 cups cream1 cup butter2 cups oats½ cup maple syrup2
sliced bananasXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHow to
Cook:Put the oats in a bowl and add the mashed bananas, cinnamon, maple syrup, butter and
salt into it.Pour the mixture with a spoon in a dish and preheat the oven at 350 degrees F.Bake
the cookies for 20 minutes.Spread the cream and put one banana slice on each cookie when
ready and enjoy the cookies!(3) Peppermint Sugar CookiesThese sugar cookies are too good
to share, but you’ll want to do so anyway so that you can fascinate your guests! Kids also love
them, and they’re a good option if you’re avoiding chocolate.Total Prep Time: 50 minutesYield: 3
to 4 servingsList of Ingredients:1 teaspoon baking soda2 cups sprinkles½ teaspoon salt¾ cup
brown sugar½ cup sugar2 cups all-purpose flour2 eggs2 teaspoons vanilla extract2 cups
peppermint glaze¾ cup unsalted butter
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The book by Zoe Moore has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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